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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the relation of balanced 
incomplete block designs to certain concepts of graph theory. The set 
of blocks of a balanced incomplete block design with Z -- 1 is shown to 
be related to a maximum internally stable set of vertices of a suitably 
defined graph. The development yields also an upper bound for the 
internal stability number of a large subclass of a class of graphs which 
we call "graphs on binomial coefficients." In a different but related 
context every balanced incomplete block design with 2 -- 1 is shown to 
be a solution of a suitably defined irreflexive relation. Some examples 
of relativizations and extensions of solutions of irreflexive relations 
(as developed by Richardson [13-15]) are generated as a result of the 
concepts derived. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) is a set of v elements 
arranged in b blocks of k elements each in such a way that each element 
occurs r times and each unordered pair of distinct elements determines 
,~ distinct blocks. The v, b, r, k, 2 are called the parameters of the design. 
* Research on which this paper is based supported by the U. S. Army Research 
Office-Durham under Contract No. DA-31-124-ARO-D-366. 
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Following a suggestion implied by Berge [2] we introduce the 
DEHNmON. Agraph on the binomial coefficient (k )w i th  edge pa- 
r r )  is   raphwhosevert ces ar t e (;) .siDle rameter 2, written G k 4, 
k-tuples which can be formed from v elements and having as adjacent 
vertices those pairs of vertices which have more than 2 and less than 
k elements in common. 
Obviously the definition requires k -- ,~ > 1 and v > k. 
An internally stable set of vertices of any graph G is a set of vertices 
no pair of which are adjacent. A maximum internally stable set of vertices 
is an internally stable set of vertices the number of which is greater than 
or equal to the number of vertices in any other internally stable set. 
A graph may have several maximum internally stable sets of vertices. 
The number of vertices in a maximum internally stable set is the internal 
stability number of G and is symbolized by ~(G) [cf. Berge [2, p. 472]). 
Berge [2] indicates that any maximim internally stable set of vertices 
" (15) is a BIBD with (v, b, r, k, ~t)=(15, of the particular graph G _ .3 1 
35, 7, 3, 1). We note, however, that there are some binomial coefficients 
for which maximum internally stable sets of vertices are not BIBD at 
all or, if they are BIBD, the parameter v of the graph is not the same 
as the v of the block design. The observation we have just made can be 
seen more clearly from the following remarks. 
(v) for any integers v, k, ~ provided To begin, we can define G k a 
k -- ,~ > 1 and v > k. However, for a BIBD it is necessary that the 
parameters atisfy 
vr = bk, (1) 
r (k -  1)= 2(v -  1) (2) 
v) exists for k, 2 with k, k -- ~ > 1 Therefore, while G k any v~ v > 
and although such graphs have maximum internally stable sets of verti- 
as a pa- ces, these will certainly not be BIBD having the v of G k 
rameter for those values of v, k, 2 for which we cannot find integers b
and r so as to satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2). Moreover, there are quintuples of 
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parameters v, b, r, k, ). which satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2) but for which a 
BIBD does not exist. A notable example is the case 
(v, b, r, k, ';3 .... (36, 42, 7, 6, l ). 
A BIBD with these parameters, if it existed, would be a finite affine 
plane with 36 points and 42 lines. Such a plane has long been known not 
to exist. We seek, therefore, to establish a characterization of those 
maximum internally stable sets of vertices which are balanced incom- 
plete block designs. 
C i THE INTERNAL STABILITY NUMBER FOR G k x=~ 
Our first theorem introduces an upper bound for the internal stability 
number of a graph on a binomial coefficient and having edge parameter 
Z=l .  
THEOREM 1. The internal stability number of a graph G on the binomial 
coefficient (k )w i th  edge parameter Z= l is less than or equal to 
~v(v -  1 ) /k (k -  1). (In symbols, c~(G (~) ~.=1 )<= )~v(v- 1)/k(k-- l).) 
C) so that PROOF. Let S be an internally stable set of vertices of G k ~,=1 
s = {sl ,  s2 . . . . .  s,~}. (3) 
Let x be an element appearing in some vertex s;. x can appear only 
once in a given vertex since by definition a k-tuple contains k distinct 
elements. Any k-tuple in which x appears contains k - 1 distinct ele- 
ments which are also distinct from x. Moreover, the element x cannot 
appear with the same element in more than one k-tuple, for suppose 
the vertices si and sj, i ~k j, each contain the pair of elements x, y with 
x :/: y. Then s~ and sj are adjacent since they have more than 2. = l 
elements in common, thus violating the assumption that S is internally 
stable. Each of the v elements, then, can appear in at most Z(v -- 1)/ 
(k -- 1), for 2 = 1, blocks in an internally stable set of vertices. The 
product of the number of elements by the number of times each 
element may appear in S without violating the internal stability of S, 
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that is, 2v(v - l)/(k - 1), counts each possible appearance of the same 
element k times. Therefore, the total number of  k-tuples which can 
accommodate a maximum number of  appearances of  each element and 
still form an internally stable set of  vertices is I v (v -  1 ) /k (k -  1), 
where ~ = 1. 
(v)  ) = )~v(v - l /k(k  -- l) then a maximum in- THEOREM 2. I f  a(G k ~=~ 
ternally stable set of  vertices is a balanced incomplete block design with 
the given v, k, ~ as parameters. 
PROOF. From the proof  of Theorem 1 it follows that, if 
a(G (Vk)~=~)=s 
then in a maximum internally stable set of  vertices each of the v elements 
appears exactly (v - 1)/(k -- 1) times. This means that each of the v 
elements appears once with every other element so that a maximum 
internally stable set with 2v(v - 1)/k(k -- 1) members, ~ = 1, forms a 
BIBD with parameters 
(v, b, r, k, ;~) = (v, a(G), (v -- 1)/(k -- 1), k, 1). (4) 
THEOREM 3. A balanced incomplete block design with ~ = 1 and para- (v) 
meters v, k is a maximum internally stable set of vertices of G k ~=~. 
PROOF. I f  D is a BIBD with v, k given and ~, = 1, we can assume 
v > k and k -- ,~ > 1 ; otherwise the design is trivial. Then from Eqs. (1) 
and (2) 
r = 2(v -  1 ) / (k -  1) and b = Xv(v -  1)/k(k -- 1),Z = 1. (5) 
Moreover, each pair of blocks have at most one element in common since, 
from the definition of  BIBD when )~ = 1, each pair of distinct elements 
determines a unique block. Therefore, the set of  blocks is an internally 
stable set of  vertices of G k x=l" This set is a maximum since the num- 
ber of blocks is equal to the upper bound established in Theorem 1 for 
the internal stability number of a graph on a binomial coefficient and 
having ;~ = 1. 
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INEQUALITIES AMONG INTERNAL SI'ABILITY ~UMBERS 
We consider now families of graphs on binomial coefficients. I-wo 
graphs which have the same k and the same ). will be considered to be 
members of the same family. We establish some inequalities for the 
internal stability numbers of distinct graphs of the same family of graphs 
on binomial coefficients. 
THEOREM 4. I f  Vl > V.2 then for  a f ixed k and a f ixed 2 
PROOF. The result follows immediately from the observation that, if 
Z and k are fixed and Va > v,,, the k-tuples which form a maximum in- 
ternally stable set of vertices of G [v2't form an internally stable set 
V' 11 (,) of vertices of G k i.' 
THEOREM 5. If  v 1 -  V2 >n(k -  1) for some integer 12 >0 then 
])1 84 ,+n .  
PROOF. Let M~ represent a maximum internally stable set of vertices 
(') (') of G k ;,=3" Then Me is an internally stable set of vertices of G k ;.=1 
which uses at most only vl - n(k - I) of the Vl elements from which the 
(') are chosen. To the set Ms we k-tuples forming the vertices of G k ;.=1 
add n additional k-tuples in the following manner: Partition n(k -- 1) 
elements which are in the set of vl elements and not in the set of v., 
elements into n mutually disjoint subsets of k -  1 elements each. To 
each of these (k -  1)-tuples add an element which appears in Me 
to yield n k-tuples which, when combined with the k-tuples in Mo, 
(') form an internally stable/,,\ set of vertices of G k i.=J" Either this set 
which contains O~(G (;2}2=1)\'~Z +n vertices or some larger set is a maxi- 
mum. 
The preceding theorems have some interesting applications. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Since there is no BIBD for v = 36, k -- 6, 2~ ~-- 1, we 
know from Theorems 1 and 2 that ct(G (366) )< 42. From the exist- 
ence of a projective plane of order 5 we have from Theorem 3 that 
c~(G (36)1)= 31. Hence from Theorem 5, since 36- -31  = 1(6--1) ,  
it f~176 thatce (G (36) )>32"  1 
EXAMPLE 2. Since the existence of a finite affine plane of order 10 is 
an unsolved problem, c~(G//100] ) \ 10 ]1 is unknown. However, fromthe exist- 
ence of a finite projective plane of order 9, we know from Theorem 3that 
(91) ~100] ) 
c~(G 10 1 ) 91. We can conclude from Theorem 5that c~(G ~1011 >92. 
We know also from Theorem 1 that c~(G [ 100] \ 10j1) < l l0. 
BLOCK DESIGNS AS INTERNALLY STABLE SETS 
we From the set of k-tuples which form the vertices of G k 2=1 
can select an internally stable set which uses only u elements for some 
u ~ v. We inquire which such internally stable sets are balanced in- 
complete block designs. We present two theorems that are generalizations 
of the previous development. 
We establish by definition a set of parameters for internally stable sets 
of vertices of graphs on binomial coefficients and having 2~ = 1. Let S 
(v) and let b~ represent be an internally stable set of vertices of G k 2=1 
the number of vertices in S. Let v i be the number of elements which ap- 
pear r z times in S. If the set union of the vertices belonging to S contains 
u distinct elements then, obviously, Y~ v ,= u. Since the u elements in S 
are a subset of the v elements in the vertices of G k , then S in- 
2=1 
ternally stable in G implies that S is an internally stable set of vertices of 
u) has bound established in Theorem 1. Re- G k 2=1; b~, then, an upper 
present this upper bound by b so that 
b~ <= b = 2u(u --  1) /k(k -- 1), • = 1. (6) 
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We call u, k, b ,  r,, ). = 1, the parameters of the internally stable set of 
vertices and we establish the following relations. 
C) THEOREM 6. I f  S is an internally stable set o/  vertices of  G k ~.=1 
then the parameters of  S satisfy r,(k -- l) ~) ,0 t -  1), ) . -  1, and 
~] vir , -- b~k <<=_ bit'. 
PROOF. Since 2 1 the maxinmm number of times which any element 
can appear in S is (u - l)/(k - 1), otherwise two vertices of S would 
have more than 2. = 1 elements in common, which contradicts the as- 
sumption that S is internally stable. This means that 
r., -<- ~(u -- 1)/(k -- 1), ?. = 1. (7) 
The first inequality stated in the theorem now follows from (7). 
To prove the second inequality we note that the product bk gives the 
maximum number of possible element appearences since it counts the 
number of places to be filled in forming an internally stable set of ver- 
tices in which each element appears a maximum number of times and 
where there are u elements and Z -- 1. ~ v,r, counts the total number of 
actual element appearances in S so that 
v,r i = b~k ~ bk. (8) 
(vl 
THEOREM 7. I f  S, an internally stable set of  vertices of  G k a=a' 
has u(u - 1)/k(k - 1) vertices and contains u distinct elements, then S 
is a balanced incomplete block design with parameters 
(v, b, r, k, 2) = (u, u(u - 1)/k(k -- 1), (u - 1)/(k -- 1), k, 1). 
u) and, PROOF. As noted above, S is internally stable in G k ~.=~ 
therefore, Theorem 7 follows from Theorem 2. 
BLOCK DESIGNS AS SOLUTIONS OF IRREFLEXIVE RELATIONS 
We have sought in the foregoing development to characterize from 
among internally stable sets of vertices of graphs on binomial coeffi- 
cients those sets which are balanced incomplete block designs. The 
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concepts involved and even the possibility of such a characterization 
is related to a study made in a different terminology and in a vastly 
more general context by Richardson [13-15] in an investigation of 
solutions of irreflexive relations. (See also Harary and Richardson 
[10].) We proceed now to show that every balanced incomplete block 
design with ~ = l is a solution of the irreflexive relation established by 
each of several suitably defined graphs from the same family of graphs. 
We note, first of all, that the relation of adjacency of vertices is a 
binary relation on the domain of vertices of G k ~" We symbolize 
this relation by > and x > y means "x and y are adjacent." If  x and y 
are vertices of some G k ~' then x>y if and only i fx  and y have 
more than 2~ and less than k elements in common. The relation > is 
irreflexive since x > x would imply that the k-tuple denoted by x has 
less than k elements in common with itself, which is impossible. The 
most general irreflexive relations make no assumption concerning ei- 
ther symmetry or transitivity. However, the relation we have called 
"adjacency" implies symmetry and is indifferent to transitivity. The 
implication of symmetry may be arrived at in two ways. We may con- 
sider the graph to be unoriented. In this case, since no orientation has 
been assigned, x > y implies y > x. We may, on the other hand, con- 
sider the graph to be a symmetric directed graph, which means that 
if y is adjacent from x then x is adjacent from y and, again, x > y 
implies y > x. The fact that the irreflexive relation we are considering 
here is symmetric is not catastrophic. A great deal of work has b~en 
done with irreflexive relations in which asymmetry is implied as, for 
example, in the so-called ancestor elations. Analogously the presence 
of symmetry does not preclude an investigation of the nature of so- 
lutions. 
A solution of an irrettexive relation is defined as follows: Let P be 
the set of all vertices for which the relation > has been defined. A subset 
S of P is a solution of the irreflexive relation if the following two con- 
ditions hold: 
(1) For any two vertices a, b ~ S it is not true that a > b. 
(2) For any a ~ P -  S, there exists b ~ S such that b > a. (This 
definition is the same as that used in Richardson [13] except hat we have 
called the members of the set P '"vertices" rather than ""elements" since 
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we have reserved the word "elements" for the v entities Irom ~\hich the 
k-tuples are chosen to form the vertices of" the graph.) We are now in 
a position to explore the relation of balanced incomplete block designs 
to solutions of certain irreflexive relations. We do this for designs hav- 
ing ) . - -  1. 
THEOREM 8. Every balanced incomplete block design with parameters 
(v, b, r, k, Z 1) is a sohltion of an irreffexive rclution d~fhzed b.!' d graph 
on the binomial coefficient (k) and having edge parameter }. : 1. 
PROOF. Let S be the set of k-tuples which are the blocks of" the given 
1' ') 
BIBD. Then S is a subset of the set of vertices defined by G k ~., 
Let > be the irreflexive relation defined by G, that is, for any two ver- 
tices x, y, x > y if and only if x and y have more than Z and less than k 
elements in common, i f  a ~ S and b ~ S then a -!- b since no two blocks 
of a BIBD having Z ~ 1 have more than one element in common. 
Let P be the set of vertices of G k ~. ~" I fa~P-  S consider any 
pair of elements in a, say Vl, v2. Since Z --  1 the pair v~, v2 determines 
a unique block in the BIBD and this block will have two elements in 
common with a. This means that for any a r P -- S there is b ~ P such 
that b > a. The B1BD is, therefore, a solution, since it satisfies both 
relations required in the definition of solution. 
The preceding theorem can be generalized to show that a B1BD with 
Z = 1 is a solution to each of the irreflexive relations defined by several 
graphs from the same family of graphs. 
THEOREM 9. I f  S is the set of blocks of a BIBD with parameters 
(v, b, r, k, ), 1) then S is a solution of each of the irreflcxive relations 
respectively by G (vX/qj - fo r  each q such ,/,at 0 < q ~ k -- 2 cle~incd 
\ .~ J ,  2=1 
attd S is not a solution for q ~ k - 1. 
PROOF. The proof  is the same as that for Theorem 8. Clearly if a ~- b 
and a e S and b r S then a > b, since no two distinct blocks of S 
have more than one element in common, and if a --  b then a ~'+> b as 
noted previously. Also, since q ~ k - 2, any k-tuple in P, the set of 
i v+q]  , contains a pair of elements, say v 1, vo, which all vertices of G \ k ]~=a 
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belong to the set of v elements contained in the blocks of S considered 
as k-sets. It follows that if a ~ P -- S there exists b c S, where b is 
determined by vl, v~, such that b ;> a. 
If q~k-  1 then P - -S  contains a k-tuple consisting of k - -  1 
elements not in S and some other element. This k-tuple is not 
adjacent to any k-tuple in S. Therefore, S is not a solution when 
q>k- -1 .  
We pause now to consider the significance of Theorems 8 and 9. 
It is well known that every symmetric irreflexive relation has a solu- 
tion. This is merely a restatement from graph theory that every sym- 
metric graph without loops has a kernel, since "kernel" is synonymous 
with "solution" in the sense that "kernel" is used to designate from 
the set of vertices of a graph a subset hat satisfies the same conditions 
as those needed for a solution when adjacency of vertices is taken as 
the irreflexive relation (cf. Berge [1, p. 47]). A graph on a binomial coef- 
ficient, as we have defined it above, is a symmetric graph without loops; 
hence it has a kernel and the irreftexive relation which it defines has a 
solution. The significance of Theorems 8 and 9 is that they provide a 
particular solution which, if it exists, is a maximum internally stable 
set of vertices. 
We consider now the number of vertices in a solution of the irre- 
flexive relation determined by a graph on the binomial coefficient (k) 
and having )~ = 1. We show by example that the number is not constant 
fo ra  given relation. Consider G( I ; )  which has for its vertices all 
1' k - - /  
possible triples that can be formed from 15 elements. Any one of the 
80 Steiner triples sytems on 15 letters (elements) (see [4] and [8]), is a 
solution containing 35 vertices. The number 35 is a maximum since 
~(G(  15)1 =< 35 by Theorem 1 and any solution is internally stable. We 
can find a kernel of a symmetric graph without loops by maximizing any 
stable set of vertices./l~\Any kernel of G (13) 1 can be maxim- internally 
izedto fo rma kerne lof  G( 3")I" This is shownin  
EXAMPLE 3. There are exactly two BIBD having (v, b, r, k, ~) 
= (13, 26, 6, 3, 1) (cf. Hall [6]). One such design is given by taking the 
following triples as blocks: 
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1, 2, 3 
1, 4, 5 2, 4, 6 4, 3, 8 7. 8, !3 3, 5, 12 
1, 6.. 7 ~-,~ 5, 7 4 7, 9 7, 10, 12 3. 6, 10 
1, 8, 9 ,,v 8, 10 3, 10, 13 8, 5, 11 3. 9, 13 
1, 10, 11 2, 9, 12 4, l l ,  12 8, 6, 12 5, 6, 13 
1, 12, 13 2, 11, 13 7, 3, 1t 6, 9, 11 5, 9, 10. 
To this set of 26 triples, we add an additional triple in the manner of 
Theorem 5, say the triple (1, 14, 15). These 27 triples form a solution of 
~z15~ This is easily verified in the the irreflexive relation defined by G I 3 ]1" 
following way. The block design is internally stable and the triple 
(I, 14, 15) is not adjacent o any of the 26 triples in the block design. 
Call the set of 27 triples S. From the preceding remarks we see that S 
is internally stable. Any vertex of G contains either two elements of the 
first 13 elements or only one element of the first 13 elements. If the lat- 
ter, the vertex contains the pair 14, 15. In either case any vertex not in 
S is adjacent o a vertex in S. It follows that S is a solution for G 3,1 '  
We have, then, for the same graph on a given binomial coefficient 
a solution containing 35 vertices and a solution containing 27 vertices. 
The larger solution is a BIBD and the smaller is not a BIBD. It seems 
logical to ask whether there can exist a graph on a binomial coefficient 
and having ,~ -- 1 which has two solutions of differing cardinal numbers 
but such that both solutions are BIBD. We now show that this is im- 
possible. 
We have been considering those balanced incomplete block designs 
which have ,~. = 1 and we have noted that the parameters of a BIBD 
must satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2). If we consider all quintuples of parameters 
that satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2) for a fixed k and for 2. = 1, then these equa- 
tions provide a system of equations for which a solution in integers v, b, r 
is required. The following lemma gives a general necessary relation be- 
tween r and k. 
LEMMA. A balanced incomplete block design with ) . - -  1, k = p"~q 
where q is a positive integer and p is a prime such that p does not divide q, 
has r ~ 0,1 (mod p,n). 
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PROOF. We have from Eqs. (1) and (2) that vr = bk and r (k -  1) 
=2(v -1) .  Let k=pmq,  and 7 ,=1 and r~x(modp '~) so that 
r = p'~t + x for some non-negative integers t and x. By substituting 
in the basic relations (1) and (2) and eliminating v, we obtain 
(p~t + x) 2 (p'~q -- 1) + (pint + x) = bp'~q. (9) 
This implies that 
(p'~t + x) [ bp~q. (10) 
We now consider the possibilities for relation (10). There are three 
cases which we consider separately: 
CASE 1: (p'~, p~t 47 x )= p'~. Then r ~ 0 (mod p")  as required. 
CASE 2: (p"~,p't + X)---- 1. Then Eq. (10) implies 
(p ' t  + x) [ bq. (1 1) 
We now divide each member of Eq. (9) by p'~t + x and obtain upon 
simplification 
p 'q(p" t  + x) -- p~t -- (x -- 1) = (bq/(p~t + x))p '~, (12) 
where bq/(p'~t 47 x) is an integer. Eq. (12) implies that pm [ (x -- 1). 
This, in turn, implies r ~ 1 (mod p'~). 
CASE 3: (p' ,  p"t  47 x) ~ 1, p'~. Then since p is a prime 
(p'~,pmt 47 x) =p" - " ,  for some n < m, (13) 
so that x = ap ..... for some integer a. When Eq. (13) is applied in eval- 
uating the right member of Eq. (12), that term assumes the form 
(bq/(p"t 47 x))p ~, where bq/(p"t + x) is an integer. Eq. (12) now implies 
p"] (x -- 1). It follows that x -- 1 ---- ep ~ for some integer c. If e = 0 
we have the required result that x = 1. If c @ 0 then 
x = ap 'n-" = cp '~ + 1, (14) 
which is impossible. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
From Eq. (2) and the lemma it is obvious that we can generate all 
possible values of v which belong to quintuples of parameters v,b, r, k, 2 
having a given k and having 2 = 1 and satisfying Eqs. (1) and (2) by 
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taking all values of r such that r ~ 0.1 (rood p"') for all p'" such that 
k --p"~q and (p", q) .... 1. Moreover, distinct values of r yieId distinct 
values of v and from Eq. (2) it follows that, for a fixed k, v is a mono- 
tonically increasing function oft'. In particular, ifr~ - re then r~ - re > I 
and, therefore, from Eq. (2) with }. -- 1, 
v, -- v , ,~ : :k -  I, for v~ -vs .  (15) 
Eq. (15) implies, in view of Theorem 9, that for a fixed k and L = 1, 
a B1BD with v2 elements cannot be a solution of the irreflexive relation 
defined by G(Vl) foranyvl, v2suchthatvl>v, ,andvl ,  v . 2 a r e p o s - k  ~.=1 
sible parameters of a BIBD with the given k and with 2 -- 1. We have 
now proved 
THEOREM 10. All balanced incomplete block designs which are solu- 
tions of an irreflexive relation defined by a graph on a given binomial coef 
RELATIVIZATIONS AND EXTENSIONS OF SOLUTIONS 
As an application of the preceding results we note that we can now 
generate an infinite set of non-trivial examples of "relativizations" and 
"extensions" of solutions of irreflexive relations. In this section we shall 
use interchangeably the terms "solution of a graph" and "solution of 
an irreflexive relation." An extension of a solution of a graph has been 
defined by Richardson [15] as follows: 
DEFINITION. By a subsystem (90 ,  >)  of the system (2 ,  >)  is meant 
a system where 2 0 c ~ and the relation > for the subsystem is 
merely the restriction of the relation > for the supersystem (~,  >).  
Let Go be the graph of the subsystem (90 ,  >)  and let V 0 be a solution 
of Go. A solution V of G is termed an extension of V 0 if V r~ 2o  = V0: 
in this case Vo is said to be relativized from V. 
We can generate an infinite class of extensions of solutions of irre- 
flexive relations by adding an appropriate k-tuple to any block design. 
In Example 2, the 27 member solution of  G (1~I is an extension of 
\a !  1 
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the26 member solution of G~3-), ,1" As a generalization of this ex- 
ample  we can consider those values of k for which BIBD exist for all 
values of v satisfying Eqs. (1) and (2) with ). = 1. If k is a power of 
a prime we are limited by the lemma, proved above, to choosing either 
r = kt or r = kt 4- 1. This means that, if k is a power of a prime, then 
there are exactly two cases for the parameters for 2 = 1: 
CASE I: V ~- k(k -- 1)t 4- 1, b = k(k -- 1)t 2 4- t, r = kt (16) 
CASE II: V = k(k -- 1)t + k, b = (kt 4- 1)((k -- 1)t 4- l),r = kt4-1. 
Due to the work of Reiss [12] and Moore [11] it is possible to construct 
a BIBD with k = 3, ~. = 1, for every t _> 1 in Cases I and II above. 
Hanani [9a, 9b] has shown that designs can be constructed for every 
t = 1 when k = 4,5 and 2 ~- 1. Results for larger values of k are in- 
complete. 
Let k assume some value for which, when )~ = 1, a BIBD exists for 
each value of t. Let G be a graph G(k(k -1) t §  k ;.=1" Let the 
block design, Vo, be a solution of Go (k (k - -  1)t + 1) k 4=1" To V 0 add 
a single k-tuple consisting of an element in V0 and the k -- 1 elements in 
G -- Go. The [ V0 I + 1 k-tuples thus formed comprise a solution V of 
G (k (k - -k l ) t  + k) a-1 which is an extension of Vo. As in Example 2, 
V is an extension of a block design but is not a block design. G has, 
however, another solution which is a block design. 
The following question arises from the preceding discussion. Is it 
possible for both V and V0 to be block designs? In other words, is it 
possible for a balanced incomplete block design to be an extension of 
another balanced indomplete block design? The answer is yes. Examples 
are to be found in the higher dimensional projective geometries. The 
set of lines of any PG(ml, p") form a block design that is an extension 
of the block design formed by the set of lines of PG(m2, p") whenever 
m2 < ml. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider PG(3, 2). This is a BIBD with 
(v, b, r, k, 2) = (15, 35, 7, 3, 1). 
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If we take as points the 15 numerals 0, 1 ..... 14 then the blocks are 
obtained by letting x assume ach of tke values 0, 1 ..... 14 in the fol- 
lowing 3 triples [17, p. 203]: (x, .v ? l, x - -4 ) ;  (x, x ~-2 , .u  8): 
(x, x + 5, x -- 10), the sums being taken modulo 15. Let V represent 
the 35 blocks obtained in this way. Let 11o be the following set of 7 blocks: 
(0, 1, 4) (2, 4, 10) (4, 5, 8) 
(0, 2, 8) (1, 8, 10) (1, 2, 5) 
(0, 5, 10) 
V 0 is a BIBD using the numerals 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10 as elements. In fact, 
Vo is obtained from PG(3, 2) by considering the plane generated by the 
lines (0, 1, 4) and (0, 2, 8). V0 is isomorphic to PG(2, 2) and is a solution of 
Go 3 1" Moreover, V0 is relativized from a solution of G 1" 
With reference to Example 4, we note that, for block designs, the 
problem of finding extensions which are also block designs is synonymous 
with the problem of embedding. 
REMARKS 
This paper may be considered a study in equivalence of concepts. It 
has been shown that balanced incomplete block designs with 2----- 1 
are internally stable sets of vertices of suitably defined graphs and are 
solutions of certain suitably defined irreflexive relations. These results 
depend heavily on the proposition that, in a BIBD with ~ = 1, any 
pair of distinct blocks have at most ,~ elements in common. This property 
is characteristic of all symmetric BIBD and of all BIBD with )~ = 1 
but is not generally characteristic of BIBD with 2 > I. A BIBD in which 
a pair of blocks have more than ,~ elements in common has been con- 
structed by Bhattacharya [3]. In particular, Bhattacharya's example 
shows that the property of containing a pair of blocks with more than 
2 elements in common is a property of the structure rather than of the 
parameters. His example has parameters (v, b, r, k, 2) = (16, 24, 9, 6, 3), 
which are also the parameters of a known BIBD without his property. 
(cf. Hall [6, p. 100]). 
With the evidence provided by Bhattacharya's design it is obvious 
that the relation of block designs to graph theory as developed in this 
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paper cannot be extended to higher values of  2. However, there is some 
hope of repeating our results for ~ = 2. This would, of  course, depend 
on being able to prove that any pair of distinct blocks of a BIBD with 
2 = 2 have at most 2 elements in common. As a result of  the work of 
Connor and Hall [5], it can be stated that any pair of  distinct blocks of 
a BIBD having parameters of the form 
v '~v- -k ;  b ' - - - -v - -  1; r '=k ;  k ' - - - -k - -2 ;  ) /=- ,~2 
where the v, k, 2 -= 2 are parameters of an existing symmetric design, 
have at most 2 elements in common. 
In spite of the limited generality of the concept of  balanced incom- 
plete block designs as internally stable sets of vertices of  graphs on 
binomial coefficients having edge parameter 2, it is nevertheless the 
writer's opinion that the investigation of  the special case of  2 ---= 1 has 
provided considerable insight into the nature of  block designs. Combin- 
atorial mathematics cannot afford to regard block designs as isolated 
combinatorial phenomena nd whatever concepts can revitalize our view 
of their basic nature should receive careful exposition. 
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